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JAVA PROGRAMMING
Paper - II (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL PAPER (For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)
Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. Who developed java language?


2. Write a simple java program to display “hello world”.

“hello world”(display)
3. What are advantages of  a method ?

Method
4. What are keywords ?

Key words
5. Write the difference between  - -i and i- -

– – ii – – 
6. What are nested if statements ?

Nested if statement 
7. What is a continue statement ?

Continue statement
8. What is a package? Write its syntax.

Package Syntax 
9. Write any 4 Java API  packages.

Java API Packages 
10. What is compile time error?

Compile time error
11. What is multithreading ?

Multithreading 
12. What are the import statements in applet ?

Appletimport statements 
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13. What is AWT ?

AWT
14. What is panel container in AWT ?

AWTPanel container
15. What are the steps to perform Event Handling?

Event handling
SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Explain the following terms briefly

(a) Class (b) Public (c) Static (d) Void

(e) Main (f) String[  ] args and (g) System and println(  ).


Class Public Static Void

Main String [ ] argsSystem and print/n()

17. Explain the Relational operators with examples.

Relational Operators
18. Explain the assignment  operators with examples.

Assignment Operators
19. Write about if and if..else statements.

ifif..else statements 
20. Write a Java program to find minimum value from a given array.

Arrayjava program 
21. How can we add a class to a package.

PackageClass(add)
22. Explain an example of  exception handling in the case of division by

zero.

“Division by zero”Exception handling


23. Write about the basic methods of  the Applet class.

Applet class
24. Write about nine types of components classes.

Components Class
25. Explain about Event classes and Listener Interfaces.

Event classesListener interfaces
__________


